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  Jude 1:3-4
(3) Beloved, while I was very diligent to write to you concerning our common
salvation, I found it necessary to write to you exhorting you to contend earnestly for
the faith which was once for all delivered to the saints. (4) For certain men have
crept in unnoticed, who long ago were marked out for this condemnation, ungodly
men, who turn the grace of our God into lewdness and deny the only Lord God and
our Lord Jesus Christ.
New King James Version   

Contrary to popular belief, we live in one of the most difficult and dangerous ages in all
of human history. Some would be willing to argue this, saying that civilization has come
a long way and that mankind is not as cruel as the record of history shows that he once
was. Certainly living in the first century in the Roman Empire must have been difficult,
they might say as an example, since we have the Bible's account of the apostles living
in constant danger—and most of them died horrible deaths!

That is true. From what the Bible shows, that constant danger promoted closeness to
God; the apostles relied on God to keep them safe and provide deliverance for them at
every turn. While we are not being hunted down for our religious beliefs, the danger we
face today is far greater—spiritually—inthat it does just the opposite: It promotes a slow
separation from God. We know this kind of danger by the illustration of the frog in the
pot of water. The increase in temperature happens so slowly that the frog fails to realize
that it is in trouble until it is too late to jump to safety.

What produces this danger for us, the called-out children of God? What is the signature
attitude of the era that we live in? What failing among the majority of people will cause
the loss of our freedoms and the downfall of our nation? It is compromising with the laws
and principles of God.

We live in a nation that has largely compromised the character it once possessed. Just
a minority uphold the Christian principles that underlay documents like the Declaration
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of Independence and the Constitution, which provided the foundation for America to
become the envy of the world. Now, so many are willing to trade their hard-won
freedoms for a little temporary security, essentially selling their birthright.

We face an analogous situation among the greater churches of God. We live in a time
when the majority of those with whom we once fellowshipped have compromised the
beliefs they used to hold dear. Many of these people have joined worldly churches, or
worse, losing faith altogether, have slipped back into the world. Some have contrived
strange new doctrines to live by, and despite attending services among the scattered
churches, too many have nearly lost their faith and zeal for this way of life.

In our church history, we can see how deadly even a little compromising with God's
ways is. It almost always leads to greater compromises until a person is so far from
what has been revealed in Scripture that he has apostatized, cutting himself off from
God. What a sad end after such a promising start!

In these perilous times, it is of the utmost importance that we resist the urge to use our
human reasoning to compromise with God's law. We must be particularly careful in what
we perceive as the "smaller areas" of God's Word. Why? Because Satan often makes
his greatest inroads by getting us to relax in little things and gradually convincing us to
do the same in more vital matters. If he can just get his foot in the door, he feels he has
won a great victory and can make us slip away from God. Paul, however, exhorts us, ". .
. nor give place to the devil" (Ephesians 4:27).

Once we compromise, the process of sin has commenced, and godly character, which is
so precious to God, begins to erode, opening the way for sin on a larger scale. If a wise
man like Solomon went from ignoring a seemingly obscure admonition to the flagrant
breaking of many of God's commandments, we, too, can certainly yield to the peril of
compromise. We must learn to spot and avoid the little compromises that lead to big
sins.

— John O. Reid

To learn more, see:
Little Compromises

Related Topics:
Compromise
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Compromise with Principles
Compromising
Compromising with God's Law
Giving Place to the Devil
Incremental Compromises
Little Compromises
Little Compromises Lead to Big Sins
Living in Constant Strife
Living in Perilous Times
Scattering of Church
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